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CSCI 8980-006, Intro to NLP Research

Instructor: Dongyeop Kang (DK)

Overview

In this assignment, you will learn how data annotation works in NLP research and how

important they are in NLP model development. Your group will form a group of three or four

people, collect 300 adversarial samples on a target task that can fool the system you built in

homework 2, annotate them by each of your team members, calculate inter-annotator

agreement (IAA), and write down a short report on your experience.

Team formation

Currently, we have the following project teams:

Three-person project teams:

● (Naome Etori, London Lowmanstonem, and Michael Lucke)

● (Thomas Nguyen, Jeffrey Jia, and Josh Spitzer-Resnick)

● (Abhiraj Mohan, Emily Mulhal,l and Jayant Sharma)

Two-person project teams:

● (Kelsey Neis and Yu Fang)

● (David Ma and Andrew Walker)

● (Carl Molnar and Prithvi Raj Botcha)

● (Parker Erickson and Petros Karypis)

One-person project teams:

● (Haoji Hu)

● (James Mooney)

# Your tasks:

● Team formation:

○ If you already have three members in your group, please skip to the next.

○ If you are alone (Haoji Hu and James Mooney), please contact one of the

two-person teams and form a larger three-person group.

○ If your team is a two-person team and is not merged with Haoji or James,

please merge your team with another two-person team and form a large

four-person team.

● Please post the following information in #hw4 channel in class Slack as soon as you



form your team:

○ Your updated team members

■ I expect to see total of six teams posted: five three-person teams and

one four-person team

○ What task would you like to work on for homework 4 among those your

teammates worked on for homework 2 and 3? Be sure your task does not

overlap with those of other teams. Your team has priority on the task if you post

it first.

Adversarial annotation:

Your goal is to collect a total of 300 adversarial samples that are not correctly predicted by

the model you replicated in homework 2. (1) To automate this adversarial annotation process

well, you need to provide the model with pairs of texts (x) and their corresponding labels (y*).

(2) The model then outputs the predicted label (y') on the input text. (3) If the predicted label

matches with the given label (y* = y'), your input will be rejected since the model already

correctly predicted the text, so it isn't the most informative sample for training. You will

iteratively run this process (1-3) until you have 300 adversarial samples fooling your model.

You do not have to have multiple annotators annotate each sample at this stage. In a team of

three, each member can collect 100 adversarial samples and combine them into a total of

300 adversarial samples. The samples should be balanced across the classes of your task (e.g.,

150 positive and 150 negative sentences for the sentiment classification task).

An interface to interact with your model. An interface may be necessary to interact with the

model to get a prediction of your input text. You can query the model's prediction via an API

and HTML interface like DynaBench [2]. Other types of interactions, such as a simple

command-line interaction, are also acceptable.

How can we write/find the 300 samples?

● [Manual writing] The simplest way is to write them from scratch yourself. Using the

error analysis in homework 3, you may already know what kinds of errors make the

model fragile and incapable of making accurate predictions.

● [Retrieval approach] You can retrieve some difficult texts from existing unlabeled text

corpora like BookCorpus and choose adversarial texts from there.

● [Generative approach] You could develop some generative models using pre-trained

seq2seq models, such as BART or T5, or other paraphrasing models and infer/sample

until you obtain adversarial samples.

https://huggingface.co/datasets/bookcorpus
https://huggingface.co/eugenesiow/bart-paraphrase
https://huggingface.co/Vamsi/T5_Paraphrase_Paws


Annotations on the adversarial samples:

Tricking the system does not imply that your samples are informative and useful as training

data. What if even humans cannot correctly predict it and have different opinions? How can a

model learn from a dataset if humans cannot reach consensus? Now we collect the opinions

of multiple annotators on your collected adversarial set.

Instead of crowdsourcing annotations, you and your teammates are the annotators. The

adversarial samples should be organized in a spreadsheet with separate tabs for each group

member. Make sure you do not see other people's annotations, so your decisions will not be

influenced by others'. You will then merge them into a single spreadsheet of 300 adversarial

samples annotated by three or four people. Report the variation of your annotations per

sample, and find the correlation between the variation and the model's confidence.

Annotators should be provided with proper annotation guidelines. From the original paper of

the task or dataset your team is working on, you can find the original annotation guidelines

and schema. If not, please consider designing a reasonable guideline for your task with

enough examples. With a poorly guided annotation process, highly disagreed annotations will

result, decreasing inter-annotator agreement. As part of the submission, you must include

the annotation guideline.

You should calculate the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of your annotations in your final

report using one of the following metrics. Make sure the metric you choose is suitable for

your task.

● Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) (sklearn code)

● Fleiss' kappa (Fleiss, 1973) (statsmodels code)

● Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 1980) (krippendorff package code)

We ask you to state which method you used to decide on the final label (e.g., majority vote

out of the three annotated labels) and to report the number of samples for each class with

any other statistics you wish to share. Also, please describe whether your annotation process

and guideline are appropriate in light of your IAA score. If not, please provide suggestions for

improving it or explain why the IAA score is low (e.g., the subjectivity of the task in nature).

Re-training your model with your annotations:
As a final step, you will need to re-train your model using both the original training dataset

and the annotated dataset. If your model trained on this augmented dataset shows additional

improvements on the original dataset’s test set, please describe the improvement and show

which samples in your error analysis (Homework 3) were correctly predicted by your

annotations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohen%27s_kappa
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.cohen_kappa_score.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleiss%27_kappa
https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/generated/statsmodels.stats.inter_rater.fleiss_kappa.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krippendorff%27s_alpha
https://pypi.org/project/krippendorff/


Deliverables:

Please submit the following documents by May 5, 11:59pm:

● A final report (maximum 5 pages), including

○ (updated) team members,

○ the task description,

○ the detailed description of your annotation strategy, e.g., annotation guideline

and schema,

○ inter-annotator agreement score,

○ relative improvements made after re-training your model with the additional

annotated data

○ findings regarding adversarial setup and annotation quality

● A spreadsheet of your annotated 300 samples with additional columns of

○ the model’s prediction and its confidence score.

■ Please make sure your ground-truth label is different from the model’s

prediction

○ the annotated labels by your team members and their variation

○ the final labels and voting method (e.g., majority voting)

The annotated dataset and reports from your homework 2, 3, and 4 will be compiled into one

technical report and published on arXiv with your permission at the end of the semester. Each

of you will be a co-author of the technical report, and the order of authors will be determined

by the quality and improvement of your annotated dataset.

References:
● [1] Lecture slides on data annotation (slides)

● [2] NLP seminar talk by Douwe Kiela (HuggingFace) on adversarial annotations and

DynaBench (link)

https://dykang.github.io/classes/csci8980/Spring2021/slides/W18_0324_dataset_annotation.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LP24xp5Bro

